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Methods from abstract harmonic analysis are used to derive a new formulation
of the wavelet dimension function and its natural generalizations to higher dimen-
sions. By means of this abstract description, necessary and sufficient conditions are
derived for a multiwavelet in N dimensions, relative to an arbitrary expansive
integral matrix A, to be a multiwavelet that arises from a multiresolution analysis
(MRA), i.e., is an MRA wavelet. Even in the classical case, it is shown that this
abstract approach gives new results.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we make use of some relatively abstract functional analytic
notions (specifically, multiplicity theory for projection-valued measures and
Stone’s theorem on unitary representations of locally compact abelian
groups) that have been shown to be associated to multiwavelets. See
[BMM]. We use these abstract notions to associate to each multiwavelet
1 , ..., n a ‘‘multiplicity function,’’ which, in the classical case, agrees with,
and gives an abstract description of, the very powerful wavelet dimension
function D introduced by Auscher. Using this abstract description, we
derive some necessary, some sufficient, and some both necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for a multiwavelet to be a multiresolution analysis
(MRA) wavelet. In applications of wavelets to computational problems,
the MRA wavelets appear to be the ones of value thus far, the non-MRA
wavelets being regarded by some as merely pathological examples. Though
these non-MRA wavelets exist in abundance, and in fact constitute a
theoretically fascinating and complex collection of wavelets, clearly worthy
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of investigation in their own right, it is still important both practically and
theoretically to understand precisely what it is that causes a wavelet to be
an MRA wavelet.
In [BMM], a ‘‘multiplicity function’’ m associated to a multiwavelet
1 , ..., n was introduced. It is shown there that a multiwavelet is an MRA
wavelet, i.e., arises in the standard way from a multiresolution analysis, if
and only if this abstractly defined multiplicity function is identically 1.
Herna ndez and Weiss in [HW] consider the integer-valued ‘‘dimension
function’’ D associated to a single wavelet  # L2 (R) relative to dilation
by 2:
D (!)= :

j=1
:
k # Z
| (2 j (!+2?k))| 2.
They prove that  is an MRA wavelet if and only if D is identically 1. It
is perhaps not surprising to find that the multiplicity function and the
dimension function are the same in this classical case. For a proof, see
[Web]. Analogs of the dimension function can obviously be defined for
other dilations and for higher dimensions, and the multiplicity function
exists in perhaps even greater generality than that. Although very different
in their basic definitions, it seems likely that they will agree in all common
contexts, and considering the multiplicity function as a promising abstract
generalization of the dimension function is one of the purposes of this
paper. We will base our entire study of wavelets here on this abstract
formulation, an approach to the subject that we believe the readers of this
particular journal will appreciate.
In Section 2, we derive a relatively explicit description of the multiplicity
function associated to a multiwavelet, and then use it to show that the set
of multiwavelets, having a given multiplicity function m, is closed in the L2
sense. In Section 3, we use this description of the multiplicity function to
obtain some quantitative and qualitative results about when a multiwavelet
is an MRA wavelet. Here are some examples of the kinds of results we
obtain (in Section 3 below) as applied to the classical case.
Let  be a wavelet in L2 (R) relative to dilation by 2, and write S for the
support of its Fourier transform  . Then the following hold:
(1) If  is an MRA wavelet, then either S is all of R or S contains
no interval of length greater than or equal to 8?.
(2) If  has compact support, then S contains no interval of length
greater than or equal to 8?, whether or not  is an MRA wavelet.
(3) Suppose S is disjoint from the interval [&a, b] for a and b non-
negative. If a+b>0, then S contains no interval of length greater than or
equal to 4?.
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(4) Suppose S is disjoint from the interval [&a, b] for a and b non-
negative, and assume that a+b+min(a, b)2?. Then  is an MRA
wavelet.
In particular, when a= 23:, b=2?&
4
3 :, 0<:? (in which case
a+b=2?), (4) gives Theorem 3.10 of [HWW].
Remark. Using the dimension function, Herna ndez and Weiss prove in
Chapter 7 of [HW], in the special case of dilation by 2 on l2 (R), the
analogs of the corollaries to our Theorem 3.2 below. In fact, the same kinds
of dimension function arguments could be used to derive Theorem 3.2
itself, as well as parts of Theorems 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. However, we believe
that the rest of Theorems 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 are new and do not appear to
follow from these kinds of dimension function arguments.
We give next a brief review of the relevant definitions, referring the
reader to [BMM] and [DL] as well as the standard sources [HW],
[Dau], and [Mal]. Let A be an expansive integral N_N matrix, i.e., an
integral matrix all of whose eigenvalues have absolute value > 1, and set
d equal to the integer |det(A)|. We refer to such a matrix A as a dilation
matrix. Define a unitary (dilation) operator $ on H=L2 (RN) by
[$( f )](x)=- d f (A(x)).
Because the linear transformation on RN determined by the matrix A leaves
the lattice L=2?ZN invariant, a dual homomorphism A is induced on the
torus TN#[&?, ?)N#RNL via the formula
(A(z) | |)=(z | A (|)) ,
for all z # ZN and all | # TN. It follows directly that the kernel of
this homomorphism A has d elements, and that A is Lebesgue measure-
preserving in the sense that *(E )=*(A &1 (E )) for every Borel subset E in
the torus TN. It follows also, using a Fourier series argument, that the
transformation A is ergodic; i.e., the only Borel subsets of TN that are
invariant under A have either measure 0 or measure (2?)N.
Now let 1 , ..., n be a multiwavelet in H relative to the dilation matrix A;
i.e., suppose that the set [$ j ({z(i))], for j an integer, z # ZN, and 1in,
forms an orthonormal basis of H. Here, {z denotes the unitary operator on
H determined by translation by the lattice point z # ZN. Explicitly,
[{z( f )](x)= f (x+z).
Given a multiwavelet 1 , ..., n , we define a collection [Vj] of closed
subspaces of H by setting Vj equal to the closed linear span of the vectors
$k ({z( i)), for z # ZN, 1in, and k< j.
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Theorem 1.1. The subspaces [Vj] satisfy the following:
(1) Vj Vj+1 for all j.
(2) Vj+1=$(Vj) for all j.
(3)  Vj is dense in H, and  Vj=[0].
(4) V0 is invariant under all translations {z for z # ZN.
Proof. The first three statements are routine to verify. To see (4), and
to introduce some standard and useful notation, write Wj for the
orthogonal complement to Vj in Vj+1 . Then Wj is spanned by the func-
tions $ j ({z(i)), for z # ZN and 1in. It follows immediately that W0 is
invariant under each {z , and then, because $&1{z $={A(z) , we have that
each Wj , for j0, is invariant under all translations. Hence, j0 Wj is
invariant under all translations, whence V0 is invariant under all transla-
tions, since its orthogonal complement V =0 is this direct sum.
Definition. We call a collection of subspaces [Vj] that satisfies the
above four conditions a generalized multiresolution analysis (GMRA).
Recall that the usual definition of a multiresolution analysis requires a
stronger fourth condition. Namely, V0 is not only invariant under all trans-
lations, but contains a scaling function, i.e., a , # V0 for which the set
[{z(,)] for z # ZN forms an orthonormal basis of V0 .
We call a multiwavelet [i] an MRA-wavelet if the GMRA it determines
as in Theorem 1.1 is an MRA.
There exist multiwavelets that are not MRA wavelets and GMRAs that
are not MRA’s. There also exist GMRAs that do not arise from multi-
wavelets. A wide variety of examples of ‘‘minimally supported frequency’’
(MSF) wavelets are given in [DL, DLS1, DLS2, SW, and BMM, and
many of these are non MRA wavelets.
The fact that the subspace V0 in a GMRA is invariant, under the group
of all translations {z for z # ZN, determines a unitary representation \ of the
group 1=ZN, and this is where abstract harmonic analysis enters the
theory. From Stone’s theorem on unitary representations of locally com-
pact abelian groups (see Theorem 4.44 in [Fol]), or for that matter the
spectral theorem for a commuting family of operators, we deduce that there
exists a projection-valued measure p on the dual group 1 #TN such that for
every z # ZN,
\z #|
TN
ei(z | |) dp(|).
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Then, from the general structure theory of projection-valued measures we
know that there exists a Borel probability measure + on TN, and a +
almost everywhere uniquely defined multiplicity function m: TN 
[0, 1, 2, ..., ], that together uniquely determine p up to unitary equiv-
alence.
Definition. Following [BMM], we call the representation \ the core
representation associated to the GMRA [Vj], and we call the function m
the multiplicity function associated to the GMRA. If 1 , ..., n is a multi-
wavelet, we call the multiplicity function m, associated to the GMRA deter-
mined by the i ’s, the multiplicity function associated to the multiwavelet.
The next theorem completely characterizes, in terms of the core represen-
tation and the multiplicity function, those GMRAs that come from multi-
wavelets.
Theorem 1.2 (See Section 1 of [BMM]). Let [Vj] be a GMRA, and
let \ be the core representation of ZN that it determines. Then, [V j] arises
from a multiwavelet 1 , ..., n as in Theorem 1.1 if and only if
(1) the measure + associated to the representation \ is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to Lebesgue measure * on the torus TN, and
(2) the multiplicity function m associated to the GMRA is finite almost
everywhere and satisfies
n+m(|)= :
’ # A &1(|)
m(’) (1.3)
for almost all | # TN.
The proof of this theorem turns on the fact that the representation \1 of
ZN, defined by \1z={A&1(z) |V1 is unitarily equivalent to \, whence their
multiplicity functions must be identical.
We refer to Eq. (1.3) as the consistency equation. Note that there are
exactly d terms on the right-hand side of this equation.
Corollary. A multiwavelet 1 , ..., n is an MRA wavelet if and only if
its multiplicity function m is identically 1. In this case, we must have
n=d&1.
Proof. The multiplicity function m being identically 1 means that \ is
equivalent to the regular representation of the group ZN . And the action
of ZN on V0 being equivalent to the regular representation is in turn
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equivalent to the existence of a scaling function. Finally, the consistency
equation (1.3) shows that if the multiplicity function is identically 1, then
n must equal d&1.
We can improve upon the corollary above in a way that will be useful
later.
Theorem 1.4. Let 1 , ..., d&1 be a multiwavelet in L2 (RN) relative to
an expansive integral matrix A. Suppose that its associated multiplicity func-
tion m satisfies either m(|)1 for almost all | # TN , or m(|)1 for
almost all | # TN . Then, in either case, 1 , ..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet.
Proof. This theorem would follow immediately by integrating both
sides of the consistency equation (1.3) if we knew that the multiplicity func-
tion m were integrable, but we have not been able to prove that it is
integrable in general. In the classical case, where the multiplicity function
is the same as the dimension function, it is known to be integrable, and this
theorem would follow directly in that case. In general, the multiplicity func-
tion is integrable for the second hypothesis of this theorem, but for the first
we must give a different argument.
Thus, let k be the smallest positive integer for which E=m&1 (k) has
positive Lebesgue measure. From the consistency equation (1.3) we have
d&1+k= :
’ # A &1(|)
m(’)dk
for every | # E, implying that k=1, and that m(’)=1 for almost all
’ # A &1 (E ). Since *(A &1 (E ))=*(E), we see that up to a set of measure 0,
E is invariant under the ergodic transformation A . Therefore, m(|)=1 for
almost all |, implying that 1 , ..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet by the
corollary above.
The rest of this paper is devoted to deriving more explicit formulas for
the multiplicity function, from which more delicate statements about MRA
wavelets can be deduced.
2. A CONSTRUCTIVE DESCRIPTION OF
THE MULTIPLICITY FUNCTION
Let 1 , ..., n be a multiwavelet in L2 (RN) relative to a dilation matrix
A, and let [Vj] denote the associated generalized multiresolution analysis.
Our aim is to decompose the space V0 , on which the core representation
\ acts, into a direct sum of (invariant) cyclic subspaces. The point is that
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the multiplicity functions associated to these cyclic subrepresentations are
simply indicator functions of sets. We will then be able to express m as the
sum of these indicator functions. In this construction there will be a certain
ambiguity in how we build the cyclic subspaces. However, it is precisely
this ambiguity that enables us later to obtain some of our results. Thus, for
each 1in and each positive integer j let fi, j be the function in V& j
defined by fi, j=$& j (i). Note for later use that
fi, j@ (!)=- d j i@(A$ j (!)),
where A$ denotes the transpose of the matrix A. We impose a well-ordering
on the set of pairs (i, j ) by putting them in one-to-one correspondence
with the set of positive integers in some arbitrary way. This ordering is the
ambiguity referred to above. In fact, we will choose this well-ordering in
various ways to suit our purposes later, particularly in Theorems 2.4 and
3.4. With the well-ordering fixed, we then write gi, j for the projection of f i, j
onto the orthogonal complement of the invariant subspace generated by
the fi $, j $ ’s for (i $, j $)<(i, j ). Write Y i, j for the cyclic subspace generated by
the function gi, j under the representation \.
Proposition 2.1. (1) V0=1in, j>0 Yi, j .
(2) The multiplicity function m associated to the core representation \
is the sum of the multiplicity functions mi, j associated to the (cyclic)
subrepresentations of \ determined by the invariant subspaces Yi, j .
(3) The multiplicity function mi, j is just the indicator function /Ei , j of
a certain subset Ei, j TN .
Proof. Statement (1) is clear, because the functions [ fi, j] generate all
the subspaces Wj , for j<0, under the action of the translations {z . State-
ment (2) follows from the general fact that the multiplicity function
associated to a direct sum of representations is the sum of the multiplicity
functions associated to the summands. The final statement holds for any
cyclic representation of the group ZN . To be precise, a representation _ of
ZN is cyclic if and only if there exists a Borel set ETN such that _ is
unitarily equivalent to the representation of ZN acting on L2 (E) as multi-
plication by exponentials.
We will now derive a formula for each of these multiplicity functions
mi, j .
Let pi, j denote the positive definite function on ZN determined by the
cyclic vector gi, j and the representation \. That is,
pi, j (z)=({z(gi, j) | gi, j).
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Using Bochner’s theorem, write +i, j for the unique finite Borel measure on
TN whose FourierStieldjes transform is p i, j . Explicitly, we have
pi, j (z)=+i, j@ (z)=|
TN
ei(| | z) d+i, j (|).
Then, because the measure + associated to the core representation \ is, by
Theorem 1.2, absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, it
follows that each +i, j , being the measure associated to a subrepresentation
of \, also is absolutely continuous with respect to *, and the multiplicity
function mi, j is precisely the indicator function /Ei , j of the support Ei, j of
the density function hi, j corresponding to the absolutely continuous
measure +i, j .
For any function , on RN , we write ,9 for the vector-valued function on
TN given by
[,9 (|)](z$)=,(|+2?z$).
Note that if , # L2 (RN), then ,9 (|) # L2 (ZN) for almost all |, and
&,&=&,9 &.
Theorem 2.2. The density function hi, j corresponding to the absolutely
continuous measure +i, j is given by
hi, j (|)=&gi, j@

(|)&2 .
Proof. For every z # ZN , we have that
|
TN
hi, j (|) e&i(| | z) d|=|
TN
ei(| | &z) d+i, j (|)
=+i, j@ (&z)
= pi, j (&z)
=({&z(gi, j) | g i, j)
=|
RN
| g i, j@ (!)| 2 e&i(! | z) d!
=|
TN
e&i(| | z) :
z$ # ZN
| gi, j@ (|+2?z$)|2 d|
=|
TN
&gi, j@

(|)&2e&i(| | z) d|,
from which the theorem follows.
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Remark. Note that this theorem shows that, if hi, j (|)=0, then
gi, j@ (|+2?z$)=0 for all z$ # ZN .
We give next a recursively explicit formula for the hi, j ’s in terms of the
multiwavelet 1 , ..., n . The formula is given in terms of the gi, j ’s, which
are themselves recursively determined from the i ’s. For each pair (i, j ),
define a vector-valued function ui, j on TN as follows. If g i, j@

(|)=0, set
ui, j@

(|)=0. Otherwise, set
ui, j@

(|)=
g i, j@

(|)
&g i, j@

(|)&
.
Theorem 2.3. Let the notation be as in the above, and fix a well-ordering
of the pairs (i, j ).
(1) For almost every |, the vectors gi, j@

(|) are pairwise orthogonal.
(2) For each pair (i, j ), we have
gi, j@

(|)= f i, j@

(|)& :
(i $, j $)<(i, j )
( fi, j@

(|) | ui $, j $
(|)) ui $, j $
 (|).
(3) For each pair (i, j ), we have:
hi, j (|)=& f i, j@

(|)&2& :
(i $, j $)<(i, j )
|( f i, j@

(|) | ui $, j $
(|)) |2 .
Proof. If (i, j ) and (i $, j $) are distinct pairs, we compute the Fourier
coefficients of the periodic function (gi, j@

| g i $, j $@

) just as we did in the proof
to Theorem 2.2, and we find that these coefficients are all 0, proving part (1).
To see part (2), note that from its very definition we have the following
initial formula for gi, j ,
gi, j= fi, j& :
(i $, j $)<(i, j )
w i, j, i $, j $ ,
where wi, j, i $, j $ is the unique element of Yi $, j $ for which fi, j&wi, j, i $, j $ is
orthogonal to Yi $, j $ . And then, from its very definition, we have that Yi $, j $
is spanned (in the sense that its linear span is dense) by the functions
{z(gi $, j $) for z # ZN , implying that the Fourier transform Yi $, j $@ of Yi $, j $ con-
sists of functions of the form ’(!) gi $, j $@ (!), where ’ is 2?ZN-periodic, but
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satisfies no a priori integrability conditions other than that ’gi $, j $@ # L2 .
Accordingly, we write
wi, j, i $, j $@ =’ i, j, i $, j $ gi $, j $@ ,
and hence
gi, j@ (!)=fi, j@(!)& :
(i $, j $)<(i, j )
’i, j, i $, j $ (!) gi $, j $@ (!).
Further, we have the following formula for the periodic function ’i, j, i $, j $ .
’i, j, i $, j $ (|)=
( fi, j@

(|) | gi $, j $@

(|))
hi $, j $ (|)
,
where we interpret this fraction to be 0 when the denominator is 0. Indeed,
since
( fi, j | {z(g i $, j $))=(wi, j, i $, j $ | {z(gi $, j $))
for all z # ZN , we have that
|
TN
’i, j, i $, j $ (|) hi $, j $ (|) e&i(| | z) d|
=|
TN
’ i, j, i $, j $ (|) _ :z$ # ZN | g i $, j $@ (|+2/z$)|
2] e&i(| | z) d|
=|
RN
’ i, j, i $, j $ (!) |gi $, j $@ (!)| 2 e&i(! | z) d!
=(wi, j, i $, j $@ | [{z(g i $, j $)])
=(2?)n (wi, j, i $, j $ | {z(gi $, j $))
=(2?)n ( f i, j | {z(g i $, j $))
=|
RN
fi, j@(!) gi $, j $@ (!) e&i(! | z) d!
=|
TN _ :z$ # ZN fi, j@ (|+2?z$) g i $, j $@ (|+2?z$)] e&i(| | z) d|
=|
TN
( f i, j@

(|) | gi $, j $@

(|)) e&i(| | z) d|
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for all z # ZN. The formula for ’ i, j, i $, j $ now follows from the injectivity of
the Fourier transform on L1 (TN).
Recalling from Theorem 2.2 that hi, j (|)=&gi, j@

(|)&2, we then obtain
that
gi, j@

(|)= fi, j@

(|)& :
(i $, j $)<(i, j )
’i, j, i $, j $ (|) gi $, j $@

(|)
= f i, j@

(|)& :
(i $, j $)<(i, j )
( f i, j@

(|) | ui $, j $(|)) ui $, j $(|).
Finally, because the vectors ui $, j $(|) are pairwise orthogonal and unit
vectors when they are nonzero, part (3) follows.
Remark. It is evident from part (2) of this theorem that the vectors
[ui, j(|)] are exactly the vectors obtained via the GramSchmidt process
as applied to the (not necessarily linearly independent) vectors [ fi, j@

(|)]. It
is also evident from part (3) that hi, j (|){0 if and only if the vector fi, j@

(|)
is not in the span of the vectors [ui $, j $(|)] for (i $, j $)<(i, j ). It is clear
from this observation that m(|), which is just the number of pairs (i, j ) for
which hi, j (|){0, coincides with the dimension of the subspace spanned by
the vectors [ui, j(|)], which is the same as the dimension of the subspace
spanned by the vectors [ fi, j@

(|)]. It is this observation that enabled Weber
[Web] to show the equality of the multiplicity function and the dimension
function in the classical case.
The preceding theorem does give a recursively explicit formula for the
functions hi, j , from which a recursively explicit expression for the multi-
plicity functions mi, j can be derived. In the next section we will use this to
deduce concrete information about when a multiwavelet is an MRA
wavelet. We observe right now the following corollary, which gives an
explicit description of the support of the multiplicity function.
Corollary. An element | # TN belongs to the support E of the multi-
plicity function m if and only if it belongs to the set F of all | for which there
exists an index 1in, a positive integer j, and an element z$ # ZN such that
i@(A$ j (|+2?z$)){0.
Proof. Suppose first that | belongs to the support E of M, and let (i, j )
be the first pair for which hi, j (|)>0. Then it follows that each vector
ui $, j $(|)=0 for (i $, j $)<(i, j ). It follows then from the formula in the
theorem that fi, j@

(|){0, implying that i@(A$ j (|+2?z$)){0 for some
z$ # ZN. Hence, | # F.
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Conversely, suppose | belongs to F, and let (i, j ) be the first pair such
that i@(A$ j (|+2?z$)){0 for some z$ # ZN. Then, for all pairs (i $, j $)<
(i, j ) and all z # ZN, we have that i $@ (A$ j $ (|+2?z))=0. This implies
that fi $, j $@ (A$ j $ (|+2?z))=0 for all (i $, j $)<(i, j ), which implies that
gi $, j $@

(|)=0 for all (i $, j $)<(i, j ). But then the formula in the theorem
shows that hi, j (|){0, proving that | # E.
We close this section with a kind of continuity result for the assignment
that sends a multiwavelet to its associated multiplicity function.
Theorem 2.4. Let [ p1 , 
p
2 , ..., 
p
n ]

p=1 be a sequence of multiwavelets,
and assume that for each 1in the sequence [ psipi ] converges in L
2 (RN)
to a function i , and that 1 , ..., n also is a multiwavelet. Then for almost
all | # TN, we have that m(|)lim inf m p (|), where m denotes the multi-
plicity function associated to the multiwavelet 1 , ..., n and m p denotes the
multiplicity function associated to the multiwavelet  p1 , ..., 
p
n .
Proof. Let | be an element of TN for which m(|)=k, and, using the
remark following the proof of Theorem 2.3, let (i1 , j1), ..., (ik , jk) be
distinct pairs for which the vectors [ fil , jl@

(|)] are linearly independent for
1lk. Choose a well-ordering on the pairs (i, j ) so that the first k pairs
in the ordering are (i1 , j1), ..., (ik , jk). Then, using part (2) of Theorem 2.3
and induction, we have that for each 1lk the vectors uil , jl@

(|)] are
nonzero, i.e., each vector gil , jl@

(|) is nonzero. Now, given any subsequence
of the sequence [ p1 , ..., 
p
n], we may pass to a further subsequence
[q1 , ..., 
q
n] whose components converge almost everywhere. But then,
again using part (2) of Theorem 2.3 and induction, we conclude that
gil , jl@

(|) is the almost everywhere limit of gqil , jl@

(|). Since this limit is non-
zero, we then have that uil , jl@

(|)=limq uqil , jl@

(|). Finally, from part (3) of
Theorem 2.3, we obtain that hil , jl (|)=limqh
q
il , jl
(|), from which we deduce
that for large enough q, the number of pairs (i, j ) for which hqi, j (|){0 is
at least k. Hence, m(|)lim inf mq (|). Since this argument holds for any
subsequence of the sequence [ p1 , ..., 
p
n ], the theorem follows.
Corollary. The set of all multiwavelets 1 , ..., n that have a fixed
multiplicity function m~ is closed in the L2 sense.
Proof. In the notation of the theorem, suppose that each multiwavelet
 p1 , ..., 
p
n has multiplicity function m~ . Then, the theorem shows that
m(|)m~ (|) for almost all |. The difference f =m~ &m is a nonnegative
function that, because of the consistency equation, satisfies f (|) f (A (|))
almost everywhere. Hence, the set of | for which f (|)>0 is invariant
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under the ergodic transformation A , whence f (|)=0 almost everywhere or
f (|)>0 almost everywhere. In the latter case, we would have that
m~ (|)1 for almost all |, so that, by Theorem 1.4, each multiwavelet
 p1 , ..., 
p
n is an MRA wavelet, in which case m~ #1. But then m(|)1 for
almost all |, and hence, again by Theorem 1.4, 1 , ..., n is an MRA
wavelet, and m#1. Therefore, f (|)=0 almost everywhere, showing that in
fact the second case cannot hold.
3. MRA WAVELETS
We know from the corollary to Theorem 1.2 that if 1 , ..., n is an MRA
wavelet, then n must equal d&1. Consequently, we will take n to equal
d&1 throughout this section. From Theorem 1.4, we know that
1 , ..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet if and only if its associated multiplicity
function m is greater than or equal to 1 almost everywhere. That is, the
support E of m is the entire torus TN. The following result is then
immediate from Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2.
Proposition 3.1. a multiwavelet 1 , ..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet if and
only if
1 :
d&1
i=1
:
j>0
/supp(hi , j ) ,
which is equivalent to
0< :
d&1
i=1
:
j>0
hi, j (|)
for almost all | # TN.
This proposition, together with the corollary to Theorem 2.3, gives the
following qualitative characterization of MRA wavelets in terms of the
supports of the i@ ’s.
Theorem 3.2. Let 1 , ..., d&1 be a multiwavelet, write Si for the set
of all ! # RN for which i@(!){0, and set Ti=j>0 A$& j (Si). Then
1 , ..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet if and only if
.
z$ # ZN \\ .
d&1
i=1
Ti++2?z$+=RN
up to a set of measure 0.
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Proof. Fix a well-ordering on the set of pairs [(i, j )]. The multiplicity
function m is 1 almost everywhere if and only if for almost every | # TN
there exists a unique pair (i(|), j(|)) such that hi(|), j(|) (|)>0
and hi $, j $ (|)=0 for all (i $, j $)<(i(|), j(|)). Therefore gi $, j $@

(|) and
ui $, j $(|)=0 for all (i $, j $)<(i(|), j(|). Then, by Theorem 2.3, we have
that
hi(|), j(|) (|)=& fi(|), j(|)@

(|)&2
=d j(|) :
z$ # ZN
|i(|)@ (A$ j(|) (|+2?z$))| 2.
So, hi(|), j(|) (|)>0 if and only if | # A$& j(|) (Si(|))+2?z$ for some z$ # ZN.
That is, | # Ti(|)+2?z$ for some z$ # ZN. The proof of the theorem follows
from this.
Remark. Another way of expressing the above theorem is this: The
multiwavelet 1 , ..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet if and only if the union of all
the 2?ZN) translates of the collection of negative dilates of the Si ’s is all of
RN. For an arbitrary multiwavelet, by contrast, we know that the union of
all the dilates (positive and negative) of the Si ’s is all of RN, for otherwise
there would exist a nontrivial function orthogonal to every $ j{z( i)), and
1 , ..., n would not be a multiwavelet. Curiously, perhaps, we see that a
multiwavelet is an MRA wavelet if and only if a certain mixture of
translates and dilates of these supports covers all of RN.
Yet another way of interpreting the preceding theorem, and the way in
which we will use it later, is this: A multiwavelet 1 , ..., d&1 is not an
MRA wavelet if and only if there exists a set E of positive measure such
that z$ # ZN(E+2?z$)[d&1i=1 Ti]
+.
As corollaries to the preceding theorem, we have the following sufficient
conditions for a multiwavelet to be an MRA wavelet.
Corollaries. Let 1 , ..., d&1 be a multiwavelet, and, as before, write Si
for the set of all ! # RN for which i@(!){0.
(1) If any one of the  i ’s has compact support, then 1 , ..., d&1 is an
MRA wavelet.
(2) If any Si=RN, then 1 , ..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet.
(3) If d&1i=1 Si=R
N, then 1 , ..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet.
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(4) If for some i we have z$ # ZN(S i+2?A$(z$))=RN, then
1 , ..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet.
(5) If for some i we have z$ # ZN(Ti+2?z$)=RN, then 1 , ..., d&1 is
an MRA wavelet.
Proof. Clearly (5) implies (4) implies (3) implies (2). And (2) implies
(1), because the Fourier transform of a nonzero function having compact
support is real analytic, and so is nonzero almost everywhere. Finally, the
assumption in (5) implies that every ! # RN belongs to A$& j (Si)+2?z$) for
some 1id&1, some j>0 and some z$ # ZN. This implies, by the
theorem, that 1 , ..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet.
We turn next to deriving some necessary conditions for a multiwavelet
to be an MRA wavelet. Indeed, for 1 , ..., d&1 to be an MRA wavelet, it
is necessary that the functions [hi, j] have (measure-theoretically) pairwise
disjoint supports, for otherwise the multiplicity function would be greater
than 1 on a set of positive measure. That is, whenever hi, j (|){0, then we
must have hi $, j $ (|)=0 for all (i $, j $){(i, j ). In this case, the formula for
hi, j given in Theorem 2.3 simplifies, for in this case there will be at most
one term in the sum. The immediate implications of this are given in the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose 1 ,..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet, and fix a well-
ordering of the pairs (i, j ). Then, for almost every | # TN, there exists a
unique pair (i(|), j(|)) such that
(1) i $@(A$ j $(|+2?z$))=0 for all (i $, j $)<(i(|), j(|)) and all z$ # ZN.
(2) z$ # ZN |i(|)@ (A$ j(|)(|+2?z$))|2{0.
(3) For all (i $, j $)(i(|), j(|)), there exists a constant ci $, j $(|) such
that
i $@(A$ j $(|+2?z$))=ci $, j $(|) i(|)@ (A j(|)(|+2?z$))
for all z$ # ZN.
Proof. Because the multiplicity function m is almost everywhere identi-
cally 1 by hypothesis, we have that for almost every | there exists a unique
pair (i(|), j(|)) such that hi(|), j(|)(|)>0, implying that for all (i $, j $){
(i(|), j(|)) hi $, j $(|)=0. So, using the remark following Theorem 2.2, we
have that gi $, j $@ (|+2?z$)=0 for all (i $, j $){(i(|), j(|)) and all z$ # ZN.
We then have, from Theorem 2.3 and induction, that
- d j $ i $@(A$ j $(|+2?z$))=[ f i $, j $@

(|)](z$)=0
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for all (i $, j $)<(i(|), j(|)) and all z$ # ZN, and this gives part (1) of the
lemma.
The same kind of computation shows that
0<hi(|), j(|)(|)
=& fi(|), j(|)@

(|)&2
=d j(|) :
z$ # ZN
| i(|)@ (A$ j(|)(|+2?z$))| 2,
which gives part (2). Note also that, using part (2) of Theorem 2.3, we
have gi(|), j(|)@

(|)= f i(|), j(|)@

(|).
Finally, if (i $, j $)>(i(|), j(|)), then we have that 0=hi $, j $(|), which
implies that both gi $, j $@

(|) and ui $, j $
(|) are 0. Therefore, using part (3) of
Theorem 2.3, we have
0=hi $, j $(|)
=& fi $, j $@

(|)&2& :
(i", j")<(i $, j $)
|( f i $, j $@

(|) | ui", j"
(|)) |2
=& fi $, j $@

(|)&2&|( f i $, j $@

(|) | ui(|), j(|)
(|)) |2
=& fi $, j $@

(|)&2&
|( f i $, j $@

(|) | gi(|), j(|)@

(|)) |
&gi(|), j(|)@

(|)&2
=& fi $, j $@

(|)&2&
|( f i $, j $@

(|) | f i(|), j(|)@

(|)) |
& f i(|), j(|)@

(|)&2
,
showing that
|( fi $, j $@

(|) | f i(|), j(|)@

(|)) |=& fi $, j $@

(|)&_& f i(|), j(|)@

(|)&.
Then, from the conditions for equality in the CauchySchwarz Inequality,
we deduce that there exists a constant c$i $, j $(|) such that
fi $, j $@

(|)=c$i $, j $(|) fi(|), j(|)@

(|),
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which implies that there exists a constant ci $, j $(|) such that
i $@(A$ j $(|+2?z$))=ci $, j $(|) i(|)@ (A j(|)(|+2?z$;))
for all z$ # ZN, giving part (3).
Theorem 3.4. Let 1 ,..., d&1 be a multiwavelet, and let S i denote the
set of all ! # RN for which i@(!){0.
(1) If 1 ,..., d&1 is not an MRA wavelet, then there exists a set E of
positive measure such that E+2?A$(z$)[d&1i=1 S i]
+ for every z$ # ZN.
(2) Suppose 1 ,..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet. If d&1i=1 S i{R
N, then
there exists an index i0 and a set E of positive measure such that E+
2?A$2(z$)S +i0 for every z$ # Z
N.
Proof. If 1 ,..., d&1 is not an MRA wavelet, then, according to
Theorem 3.2, there exists a set F of positive measure such that F+2?z$
[d&1i=1 Ti]
+ for every z$ # ZN, where Ti= j>0 A$& j (S i). Therefore,
F+2?z$ is disjoint from A$&1(S i) for every z$ # ZN and every 1id&1,
whence A$(F )+2?A$(z$) is disjoint from d&1i=1 S i for every z$ # Z
N. So,
setting E=A$(F ), we derive statement (1).
Next, assume that 1 ,..., d&1 is an MRA wavelet, and suppose that
d&1i=1 S i is a proper subset of R
N. Then, there must exist an index i0 for
which Si0 {A$(Si0). For otherwise, 
d&1
i=1  j # Z A$
j (S i){RN, which would
imply that 1 ,..., d&1 is not a multiwavelet. (They could not generate a
complete orthonormal set.)
Case 1. Suppose first that A$(Si0)"Si0 has positive measure. Let F be a
set of positive measure for which FSi0 but A$(F ) is disjoint from Si0 . Set
F $=A$&1(F ). We choose the linear ordering of the pairs (i, j ) so that the
first two pairs are (i0 , 1) and (i0 , 2). Then
hi0, 1(|)=d :
z$ # ZN
|i0@(A$(|+2?z$))|
2>0
for all | # F $. That is, for all | # F $, we have that i(|)=i0 and j(|)=1.
Then, using the third part of Lemma 3.3, we have that for each | # F $ there
exists a constant ci0, 2(|) such that
i0@(A$
2(|+2?z$))=ci0, 2(|) i0@(A$(|+2?z$))
for all z$ # ZN. But, since A$(|) # S i0 and A$
2(|)  S i0 for all | # F $, we must
have that ci0 , 2(|)=0 for all | # F $. Hence, i0@(A$
2(|+2?z$))=0 for all
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z$ # ZN and all | # F $. Therefore, A$2(F $+2?z$)  Si0 for all z$ # Z
N. That is,
setting E=A$2(F $), we have that E+2?A$2(z$)S +i0 for all z$ # Z
N, proving
statement (2) in this first case.
Case 2. Suppose that Si0 "A$(Si0) has positive measure. Let F be a set
of positive measure for which FSi0 but F is disjoint from A$(Si0). Set
F $=A$&2(F ). Then, A$(F $) is disjoint from S i0 , and A$
2(F $)Si0 . This
time, order the pairs (i, j ) so that the first pair is (i0 , 2). (Recall that any
well-ordering works.) For each | # F $, we have that i0@(A$
2(|)){0, imply-
ing that h i0, 2(|)>0. Hence, for each | # F $ we have i(|)=i0 and j(|)=2.
Again, using the third part of Lemma 3.3, we see that there exists a
constant ci0, 1(|) such that
i0@(A$(|+2?z$))=ci0, 1(|) i0@(A$
2(|+2/z$))
for all z$ # ZN. As in case 1, we must have that the constant ci0, 1(|) must
be 0, implying that i0@(A$(|+2?z$))=0 for all | # F $ and all z$ # Z
N.
Hence, setting E=A$(F $), we see that E+2?A$(z$)S +i0 for every z$ # Z
N.
This completes the proof. Note that Case 2 gives a stronger condition than
that of Case 1.
We close with two theorems that specialize our results to the classical
case of a single wavelet in L2(R) relative to dilation by 2.
Theorem 3.5. Let  be a wavelet in L2(R) relative to dilation by 2, and
write S for the set of all ! # R for which  (!){0.
(1) If S contains (up to a set of measure 0) an interval of length 4?,
then  is an MRA wavelet.
(2) If  j>0 2& jS contains (up to a set of measure 0) an interval of
length 2?, then  is an MRA wavelet.
(3) If  is an MRA wavelet, then, up to sets of measure 0, either S is
all of R or S contains (up to a set of measure 0) no interval of length greater
than or equal to 8?.
(4) If S contains an interval of length 8?, then S is all of R, whether
or not  is an MRA wavelet.
(5) If S is bounded, i.e.,  has compact support, then S contains no
interval of length grater than or equal to 8?, whether or not  is an MRA
wavelet.
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Proof. Part (1) of the preceding theorem guarantees that if  is a non-
MRA wavelet, then S + contains all 4? translates of a set E of positive
measure. Therefore, in the non-MRA case, S cannot contain any interval
of length 4?, and this gives part (1). Theorem 3.2 shows that the comple-
ment of j>0 2& jS is closed under translation by 2?z$ for all z$ # Z. Hence,
in the non-MRA case, this union of negative dilates of S can contain no
interval of length 2?. This gives part (2).
To see part (3), note that part (2) of the preceding theorem implies that,
if  is an MRA wavelet, then either S is all of R or its complement S + con-
tains all 8? translates of a set E of positive measure. In the latter case, S
can contain no interval of length 8?. Parts (4) and (5) are then conse-
quences of parts (1) and (3).
Theorem 3.6. Suppose  is a wavelet in L2(R) relative to dilation by 2,
and assume that the support S of  is disjoint from the interval [&a, b] for
a and b nonnegative. Then:
(1) If a+b>0, then S contains (up to sets of measure 0) no interval
of length greater than or equal to 4?.
(2) If a+b+min(a, b)2?, then  is an MRA wavelet.
Proof. To prove part (1), we argue by contradiction. Thus, suppose
a+b>0 and S contains an interval of length 4?. By part (1) of the preced-
ing theorem, this implies that  is an MRA wavelet. Then, because S + con-
tains the interval [&a, b], Case 2 of the proof to Theorem 3.4 applies to
S. That is, S"2S has positive measure. Therefore, by the argument in that
proof, S + contains all 4? translates of a set of positive measure, whence S
cannot contain any interval of length 4?. This is the desired contradiction.
For part (2), suppose again by way of contradiction that  is not an
MRA wavelet, and suppose first that both a and b are positive. Set
T=j>0 2& jS. Then there exists a set E of positive measure such that
E+2?z$ is disjoint from T for all z$ # Z. Since T must contain the interval
[&a, b] (The union of all the dilates of S must cover the whole line, and
the nonnegative dilates of S are disjoint from [&a, b].), we may assume
that E[b, b+c], where c=min(a, b). Now, it must be that ES, for, in
fact, E is disjoint from all the positive and negative dilates of S.
We may define a nontrivial function f # L2(R), whose Fourier transform
f is supported on E _ (E&2?, ) in such a way that
f (|)  (|)=&f (|&2?)  (|&2?)
for all | in E. It follows from this that f is orthogonal to the subspace W0 .
It is clearly orthogonal to Wj for j>0, since the support E _ (E&2?) of f
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is disjoint from all positive dilates of S. (The positive dilates of S are dis-
joint from [&2a, 2b].) Finally, f is orthogonal to each Wj for j<0, since
the support of f is disjoint from all negative dilates of S by the choice of
E. Hence, f is orthogonal to every $ j ({n()), showing that  is not a
wavelet, which gives the desired contradiction in this first case.
If either a or b is 0, the hypothesis implies that either the interval [0, 2?]
or the interval [&2?, 0] belongs to j>0 2& jS, which would imply that 
is an MRA wavelet by part (2) of Theorem 3.5. Again we reach a con-
tradiction, and the theorem is proved.
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